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OECD/DAC released the peer review report on Japanese ODA on 16th June 2010.  JANIC 

prepared the position paper and had a consultation session with DAC during the period of the peer 

review in Japan.  Due to these involvements in the process, JANIC takes deep interest in the result 

of the peer review and expects the Japanese government to actively implement reform of its ODA in 

the following respects based on the recommendations in the report.  

 

<Overall framework for development co-operation> 

 

The OECD/DAC peer review report notes that Japanese ODA has put emphasis on economic growth 

and focused on infrastructure projects.  On the other hand, the paper also points out the importance 

of an approach from the perspective of human security.  Japanese CSOs welcome this approach 

which is directly contributed to poverty reduction and call for further adaptation of the government 

in it. Moreover, we request that the government sets up a social section, or social cooperation section, 

in the diplomatic office abroad so that it can gain an understanding of the actual poverty situation of 

the local and enhance the relations with civil society in recipient countries. We also expect the 

International Cooperation Bureau of the MoFA to implement the corresponding organisational 

change.  

 

<Broadening the dialogue between Japanese CSOs and the government> 

 

In recent years, the dialogue between Japanese CSOs and the government has been improved and 

now it is conducted at the decision-making level as well as the working level.  Japanese CSOs 

welcome this progress and hope to maintain the level of the dialogue. There are, however, more 

things to improve: to initiate the dialogue with CSOs in recipient countries; to bring transparency to 

the formulation of overall ODA policies such as ODA Charter; and to promote public participation in 

ODA.  

Maximizing CSO development effectiveness is a current subject of global discussion. As the 

consensus was reached in AAA (Accra Agenda for Action), the Japanese government is required to 

engage in dialogue with CSOs at global level and put in effort to create enabling environment that 



maximises CSO development effectiveness.  

 

<Expanding public support for ODA> 

 

Japanese CSOs recognise the significance of not only campaigning to gain public support, but also 

strengthen advocacy works on development issues targeting multi-stakeholders - these include both 

the media and parliamentarians. It is also important to mainstream the CSOs’ existing efforts on 

development education in the school education system. At the same time, international development 

cooperation activities at local community level need to be promoted through development education.  

 

<Policy Coherence> 

・ Promoting Policy Coherence for Development : 
 

The peer review report points out that the efforts of the Japanese government to promote policy 

coherence for development are still inadequate. As a first step to improve this situation, the 

government should create a concrete policy statement regarding policy coherence and enhance 

political commitment to this matter. On that basis, the government should arrange dialogues among 

the ministries to ensure the coherence between domestic and international policies related to 

developing countries. These dialogues have to be promoted in such a way that the content of the 

discussion is acknowledged by the wide range of sectors, including the general public.  

 

<Volume, Means, and Distribution of ODA> 

・ Increase of ODA volume: 

 

The Japanese government is required to draw a road map for the increase of its volume to reach the 

0.7% target.  Although the government expressed strong commitments to halt the decreasing trend 

in the paper presented by the government, “Enhancing Enlightened National Interest”, the 

government has not clearly stated how it achieves the 0.7% target. We call on the government to 

make a plan for fulfilling it. 

 
・ Increase of support for NGO activities : 
 

The fact that the amount of the ODA budget to support NGOs has been increased is welcomed by 

Japanese NGOs.  However, this increase is limited to project support funds. The Japanese 

government should promptly consider and implement measures, such as core funding suggested in 

the report, which lead NGOs to be perceived as a main actor of development through strengthening 



NGOs’ capacity both in terms of finance and human resources.  In addition, we also call for further 

efforts of the government for institutional improvement regarding NGO support by developing a 

clear strategy for partnership with NGOs, and simplifying and harmonizing the existing NGO 

support schemes based on the recommendation of the report.     

 

<Organisation and Management> 

・ Organisational reform on implementation of ODA : 

 

As the report points out, the integration of JICA and JBIC, and the organisational reform within 

MoFA’s International Co-operation Bureau to divide itself by region are significant achievements. In 

order to enhance the quality of these re-organisations, the Japanese government should promote 

further delegation of authority from MoFA to JICA and from headquarters to the field.  During this 

process the government should also consider establishing the Ministry of International Cooperation 

to unify the ODA sectors which are currently spread over 13 ministries and agencies.  

 

・ Securing independence of evaluation : 

 

Securing independence of the ODA evaluation in MoFA has been a matter of concern since the 

evaluation division is located within International Cooperation Bureau whereas the evaluation 

department in JICA is separate from other departments. In order to ensure the independence of the 

evaluation, the location of the evaluation function in MoFA needs to be reconsidered.  In 

“Enhancing Enlightened National Interest”, the government presents the plans to transfer the 

evaluation division out from the ODA policy division and to incorporate the opinions of third parties 

to the evaluation process.  Japanese CSOs welcome these initiatives to improve ODA evaluation.  

However, there are other remaining issues on which the government should take further 

considerations. These issues include the implementation of the evaluations to the aid-related 

activities led by other ministries and increasing the number and the capacity of the staff involved in 

evaluation and auditing.  

 

・ Reinforcement of environmental consideration : 

 

Lately, the government has stepped up its efforts to cope with environmental issues and started 

paying more attention to environment in the implementation of its ODA.  Japanese CSOs call for 

the continuous efforts of the government to take a more systematic approach to applying SEAs on 

the process of formulating development policies and projects. The government is required to make  

ODA effective and environment-friendly by promoting the “Mechanism to learn lessons” proposed 



in “Enhancing Enlightened National Interest” and utilizing “the Committee for Appropriate ODA”. 

 

<Aid effectiveness> 

・ Untying aid: 

 

The report notices that STEP loan scheme, introduced in 2002, is tied and thus against the trend for 

untying loans. Therefore, STEP loan should be reviewed and halted as recommended in the report. 

Furthermore, it is highly required for the Japanese government to be committed to achieving better 

aid by making a step forward to further untying of its ODA including technical assistance and grant 

aid.  
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